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'11lursday, February 29, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00, lnf!ertions

must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 169, Student Publications Building, or telePhone 277-4002 or

277-4102,

HELP WANTED
ARTISTS I I need someone with imagination and talent in a wide spectrum of
art skills, Work on your own time,._ ln..
terested 1 Call 242-8914 after !j,
GUITAR SPECIALIST wlth In group, to
represent VOX guitars and amplifiers.
Prefer someone who can do minor re..
pairs on both guitars & amp1ifiers. Ex..
ceJlent commission setup, Contact Van's
Music~

2323 Wyoming NE. For inter..

view call 296-5416,
PERSONALS
DO YOU know your rights under the
1967 Selective Service Law 1 For information about draft counseling write
Draft Information, Box 4038, Albuquerque, J:<'.M. 87106.
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
Caliiornin. 94117.
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, then ')"OU don't need them.
Scn,d ior Samples & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E.
CoJfax, Denver, .COlorado S0220.

RIDE WANTED-to Gallup every weekend. Phone 277-4983.
FOR RENT
NOTHING: Just n reminder that the
Thunderbird is out.
FOR SALE
ASSUME V. A. Loan 4*% on 3 bd., 1%
bath, Mankin home with patio. Close to
Sandin BUBe, Los Altos Golf Course. By
owner, 298·2049.
'66 YELLOW MUSTANG, 3 speed 6 cylinder power steering~ new tires. Very clean
& economicaL Call 277.:1198 or 242-7534.
LOT in Sandia Heights Subdivision at
Tramway, Great Investment in future of
Albuquerque. Wonderful view, paved
streets and underground utilities. By
owner. 298·2049.
FOR $0.00 you ean get your copy of the
Thunderbird at the Union Check Room.

Do It today 9 :00·5 :00,
BY OWNER, S bedrm. den, fireplace, extra
]g, garage fully finished w/h & a/c,
work bench & sink. Elec kitchen,
beautiful carpet.. & drapes, 2 baths.
Conv. Joan. Priced FHA appraisal Approx. $3000. will handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 p.m. Owner leaving state.
299-5865.

LOST
LOST, UNM vicinity, Dalmation Pup, 5
months old, male, answers to IAN.
Please contact Jean, 1211 Copper NE,
Apt. 8. REWARD.

SOUTHWEST
ElECTRIC SHAVeR SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND

LIGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW
247·8219

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central E., Albuquorquo, Now Mni<o
Phono 242·00"

Your Texaco Star Dealer

Makers of Hand MCitae
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·op Dry-Cieoning
and laundry
Open 8 AM·8 PM
Counselor Alwnys on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

MR. G's PIZZA
30 Minute Delivery
to the Dorms

255-5381

Wolfpack Atop WAC Statistics

DENVER-If anyone is wondering why the New Mexico
Lobos have clinched a tie for the
Western Athletic Conference basketball title a glance at team
statistics pr~vides a clear answer.
The Lobos 22-2 in season and
undefeated ~utside the league,
lead in team defense (69.6), scoring margin (10 4) field goal percentage (.465)' f~ee throw percentage (.719) 'and rebound percentage (.531).
UTAH, which can tie New Mexieo for the title by winning two
on the road and if the Lobos lose
to Wyoming Friday at Laramie,
leads in team offense (84.9) and
ranks second in four other eategories.'
Individually, Ron Nelson is
l'anked third on the WAC scoring
.Jist with a 19.1 point per game
average in conference play behind Harry Hall of Wyoming and
Utah's Merv Jackson. Jackson is
setting the league pace with a
23.5 average.

Ron Sanford who had 52 total
points against 'the Arizonans last
week, is in ninth place with a 15.8
average, Greg "Stretch" Howa~d
is 13th with 13.8, and HoWle
Grimes is 16th with 1~.9. Grimes,
who is only averagmg 10.0 a
game for all Lobo ~ames, scores
considerably better m conference
play,
SANFORD, Howard and Grimes
are in the top ten in the league
in field goal percentage. Sanford
has hit 58 of 115 field goal at"
tempts for a .504 average. Howard has 48 out of 97 for a .495
average, and Grimes 42-87 for
.483.
Nelson is still holding down the
number two spot in field goal
percentage with an .830 average.
Nelson has missed on!~ nine of
53 free throw attempts ~~~ ~onference play. Ron Becker IS m fifth
place with a .788 average. Becker
has hit 26 of 33 free throw attempts.
In the rebounding department,

WAC, NCAA Titles
Aim of U. Linksmen
By BOB RUSSO
Coach Dick McGuire's UNM
golf team is building their regular season with hopes of taking
the crown from defending NCAA
champions, the University of
Houston.
Led by All-American candidates
Mike Goodart and Terry Dear,
the UNM golfers are working
on team effort in hopes of a big
upset victory this summer.
McGUIRE CALLS this years
squad the best he has coached and
adds, "I think we have the depth
and talent to become national
champions this year."
Goodart, a Roswell athlete in ,
his junior year here won the
Western Junior, a national tournament last summer, playing in
it for the first time.
Dear, also a Junior, is Albuquerque's star who has won everything around the Duke City for
the past couple of years. He also
was on the top of the list of
finishers in the National Amateur
in Colorado Springs last year.
WHEN ASKED about the teams
chances to win both the WAC and
the NCAA this season Goodart
paused and answered, "Well, I
think we definitely can win the
WAC, but it wil !take a super effort to win the NCAA.
McGuire, using the new NCAA
rules that enable freshmen to
compete in NCAA competition
and still retain four years eligibility has built a team of 22 including nine freshmen, four sophomores, eight juniors and one
senior.
The only senior on the team is
Dick Placek. Placek said, "If we
can get all the guys to play their·
best at the same tournament no
one wil lever beat us."
THE OTHER six juniors on the
varsity squad are; Guy Cupples,
Jim Fiala, Steve James, Dwaine
Kniglit, Dennis McCloskey, and
Steve Satterstrom.
Satterstrom, a husky, sandyhaired bomber from North
Branch, Minn. is expecting a great
"Season this year. I•'iala, who was

the 1965 high school champ in
South Dakota, and a Dakota Open
champion moved to the land of enchantment from Aberdeen.
While working on controlling
the tee shot at UNM's south
course McCloskey said, "This
year's competition is stronger
than it ever has been. Everyone
has to play their best just to stay
on the team."
COACH McGuire has recruited
Jason Paukkunen from Port
Arthur, Canada.
McGuire also recruited Albuquerque's Andy Boyd. Boyd finished second in the 1967 New Mexico amateur in Hobbs and was
the high school champ last year
also.
The other freshmen on the team
are: Ron Ault, Blair Blankley,
Rob Butler, Albert Lobato, Chuck
Milne, Bob Parkin, and Bob Russo.
MILNE CAME to UNM from
Oregon in 1966 and won the Tucker and then went into the National Guard. Now be is back as
a freshman again and proceeded
to win the 1967 New Mexico Open.
Lovato, another Albuquerque
athlete holds the course record at
the new, UNM south course with
a seven under par 67.
There are four Sophomores
playing for the varsity golf team
this year. They are: Drew Hunter,
Burke Kiger, Jim Placek, and Wes
Wilkening.
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ELSEWHERE in the l?ague,
seniors Jackson and Br1gham
Young's Jim Eakins have apparently asured th?m_selves of W:AC
basketball statistical champJOnships, but titles i~ field goal and
free throw sho?tmg may n~t be
determined untll the final mmute
of action Saturday.
Jackson, a 6-3 guard who has
been selected by the NCAA to
participate in its tryouts for the
Olympic trials, has scored 188
points in eight conferene'il games
for a 23.5 average. Wyoming's
Hall has tallied the same number
of points, but in nine games for a
20.9 average.
Eakins, a 6 foot 11 center who
hit a career high of 28 points in
BYU's victory over Utah last
Saturday, has pulled down 108
rebounds in eight games for a
13.5 average. Only an unlikely
washout by Eakins or a pair of
great games by Utah's Jeff Ockel,
who owns a 12.0 average, can
keep Eakins from nailing the
board championship.

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Lobo Scoring
New Mexico this season has
compiled 1892 points in regular
season competition. Lobo defenders has held opponents to 1627
points and have averaged 78.8
points per ball game. Lobo opponents have been averaging 67.8
points per contest.

running tests on the liquid. lit the ~iddle picture Albuquerque police tear the rim from a. spare tire in
z;;earclt of more evidence. Three men were arrested
from the car and charged with illegal possession of
a deadly weapon. Federal narcotic~> charges were
still pending late last night. The final frame of the
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CONCERT HALL
and
The Cultural Program Com(nittee
Present

The Theatrical Event of the Year!

EARL£

Car, 3 Riders Seized;
Alleged Drugs Take n

__
·
By NO~LEY REINHEARDT
A sta~mn .wagon co~taining
what po~~ce sa1d they beheved to
be. mariJUana an.d peyote was
s.mzed early last mght by city pobee and a federal narcotics agent
at Central and Girard, N.E., at the
southwest corner of the campus.
The three men in the car were
arres~ed by lo_cal police and charged With the J!legul possession of
a deadly weapon. Police identified
the men as William Galenbaski,
20, Henry B. Lodge, 20, and
Randy Massey, 21.
FEDERAL CHARGES were
pending tl1e results of tests made
on the material that city police
said they though was peyote and
marijuana. More than ten onegallon containers of a clear liquid
found in the car were also being
analyzed last night.
The arresting officers tore the
1953 or '54 Ford station wagon
down at the scene of the arrest.
The car was later impounded for
a more complete search.
One city policeman saia that if
the material seized was peyote
and marijuana it would probably
be worth upwards of $1000. He
also said that figure coul<l skyrocket if the liqllid in the containers was some type of drug.
ALHUQUI~U{!UE police said

they were handling only the deadly weapons charge and that the
Federal Narcotics Bureau was investigating from the narcotics
angle.
Federal narcotics agent Bill
Fuller, who was present for the
arrest, was not available for comment last night.
Campus police said none of the
long-haired men were registered
at UNM. However, Albuquerque
or campus police would not rule
out the possibility that the men
were in some way connected to
the University or students here.
LESS THAN three hours after
the arrests, three UNM students
told The Lobo that they knew at
least two of the three men who
were arrested. The students said
that Massey and Lodge, both
non-students, spent "quite a bit"
of time on campus.
The three men were driving a
car. with Albuquerque license
plates. Police had the contents of
the cal' spread over a large area,
off-campus, just south of the old
baseball diamond.
The contents of the car included: the alleged peyote and marijuana; the unidentified liquid;
clothing; an old mattress; and a
spare tire and the other usual
contents of an automobile.

IV JONES
IH T~E HIT MUSICAL

THURS., FRI., FEB. 29, MAR. 1-8:15 P.M.
All Seats Reserved - 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
Students % Price Feb. 29
Students 1.00 Discount Mar. 1
BENEFIT ALBUQUERQUE PAN-HEL
TEL. 271-3121

6614 Central SE _;,Across from the Fairgrounds- 268-7763

-----~--------·"

ByMELISSAHOWARD
UNM students will be asked in
about two months to approve an
Associated Students' budget of
about $2~5,000, and the Student
Senate E'l!lance .com~ittee is curre~tly d1seussmg what we are
gomg to need," says Sen. Coleman
Travelstead,
committee
'chairman.
"We are closely scrutinizing
this year:s budget and the. monthly financial repor~s !IUbmitted by
campus orgamzati<~ns to find out
how ;ve are spendmg our money
at this time," Trayelstead says.
THE BASIC P.hllosophy; of the
ASUNlf budget IS the behef that
money should. ?~ allocated to
groups and activities that benefit
the largest. number ?f students,
but that phllo~ophy Will be changed ;;omewhat Ill the 1968-69 alloca~,l 0115 • ~e says. .
.
.
We wlll move. m the dlreet!on
of more e~phasls on edueatl~n
and academics .than we ~ave m
the past. yve Will emphasize programs which can ~~ ~mplem~nted
by people and ~aclht1es avmlable
on c~!npus Without large expense, .Travelstead ~ays. ,
The fmance ~om?l1ttee will ask
campus o;gamzatlons. a?d .ASUNM bod1es to submit hne-1tem
budget request~ by Wednesday,
March. 13. Pres1dent John Thorson Will make a budget recom-

Pub Board Plans
To Study Mirage
Subscription Idea

DAVID C.

Tom and Dick Abrams, Your Hosts

Beer· 25 cents a glass

~,
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Mit. DOGI'ATCJI, Ilene Matison, was chosen at tlte Hudic Hawkins
dance in the Union nallroom last night. The Lobo track star WiiS
awarded a plaque and will be entitled to a free meal in the Union
Desert noom and free bowling nml]Jool in the Games Area. Yesterday
was Sadie Hawkins I>ny the once-every-four years OJl!IOrtuuity for the
girls to pursue the guy~. There arc still ten months left in the leap
year, girls. (l)l10to by Pawley)
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Annual Budget Work B~9ins·

Subsidy Now $36,000

the Doily Double Lounge
ond Heritage Room
Dancing to
Mike Houston Trio

OBO.

Friday, March 1, 1968
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BA~RV C. TUTTL£ and WilliAM -A.CARROZO

EDWARD

exclusive series by Lobo photographer Bob Pawley
shows the cactus-type plants police said could be
peyote. The alleged marijuana is not visible in the
picture. The station wagon was impounded so federal '"':!.:'
agents could make a complete search of the vehicle.

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

Pre-Season Picks
In case you've forgotten, here's
the WAC Coaches pre-season basketball poll: 1. Wyoming, 5; 2.
Brigham Young, 10; 3. Arizona,
16; 4. Utah, 17; 5. (tic) Arizona
State and New Mexico, 21.

A~BUQUER~UE POLICE last night seized this.
stahon wag«?n J~st off campus at Central and Girard,
N.E. Invesbg:'tmg officers said the ear contained
what .they b!lh!lved to be marijuana and ~yote. The
contame~s ~1ttmg on the car were filled with an unknown hqu1d. Federal Narcotic,. Bureau agents are

Subsc1•iption-sale financing of
The Mirage will be considered
again this spring by the Student
Publications Board.
The board will make a recommendation to the- Associated
Students to remove or decrease
the yearbook's $36,000 budget allocation, or to continue financing
the book with student activity
fees.
"Subscription financing is a big
gamble," Pub Board Chairman
William Huber said yesterday.
"We would appoint an editor in
the spring, student government
would allocate some money for
publicity, and we would sell subscriptions early in the fall semester. If enough people were
willing to pay, a yearbook could
be put out; if not, we would refund the money," he explained.
Pub Board last year voted to
ask the Associated Students to
nllocat.e $1500 or $2000 to pay for
fall publicity and try the sub~
scription plan, Huber said. The
Associated Students rejected the
(Continued on Page 3)

mendation by early April and the
Finance Committee hope; to have
a report completed by mid-April
"WE PLAN TO put out a good
explanation of what is going on.
We hope there won't be the misunderstanding on some items that
there was last year," Travelstead
says.
"We want people to understand
what the money is really being
used for. We will talk to organizations and living areas and try
to put across what we're trying
to do this time," he adds.
The Union business office receives five per cent of each year's
total income to pay for accounting, but "we may ask the business
office to commit a definite figure
for its share, because we can't
count on a percentage figure until
we receive our funds," the sanator says.
TRAVELSTEAD anticipates a
total income of about $227,000 for
next year, with about $12,000 going to the business office.

The committee chairman is concerned about the possible effect of
the recent increase in out-of-state
tuition fees and the cancellation of
graduate students' draft deferments.
"A low graduate enrollment
could affect our budget substantially, because graduates taking
more than 12 hours are required
to pay activity fees. And if enrollment drops because of the
tuition increase we could lose
more money)' he says.
IN ORDER TO cut costs the
committee is considering incorporating some organizations' requests into the Associated StU•.•
dents allocation.
"If a program is worthwhile
we may try to handle it under
the ASUNM. For example, Blue
Key this year received $100 for
tl1e Honors Assembly, and next
year ASUNM may keep the money and organize the assembly,"
Travelstead says.
(Continued to Page 2)

Teacher Eva/uation

Faculty Policy Committee
To Consider Course Guide
The UNM Faculty Policy Committee will consider a proposed
teacher-evaluation
program
"within the next few weeks,"
Prof. Hubert G. Alexander, committee chairman, said last night.
The Committee on the University has approved the program,
drafted by student government
representatives and based on investigations by the UNM Data
Processing Genter.
"WE HAVE every reason to
think the program will be approved," Dr. John Campbell,
chaitman of the Committee on the
University, said yesterday. "We
have okayed the principle and the
setup, and have requested that the
Faculty Policy Committee present
it to t!le entire faculty."
The Committee on the University recommended that the evaluation be conducted by a committee of four students, appointed by
the Associated Students president,
and four faculty members, chosen
by the Faculty Policy Committee.
DR. CAMPBELL said the committee also recommended conducting an experimental evaluation
after eight weeks of this semester
to "test the machinery.'' A full
evaluation of spring semester
courses would be published this
summer if the program is approved.
Costs of the program would be
shared by the Associated Students
and the administration under a
committee recommendation.

Every professor, and student,
and course, would be surveyed'
and the results would be in two
forms, Dr. Campbell said, including a graph of computerized
answers to questions of personal
qualities, classroom procedures,
and overall evaluation of professors.
A SHORT statement would list
the number of students responding, the percentage of students
recommending the course, and the
distribution of the ratings on a
percentage basis, Dr. Campbell
said.
"For example, the statement
might say that Professor A in
course 300 got 5.9 out of 7 possible points for competence," he
explained.
"We are trying to be scrupulously fair and objective witho1itl'
printing merely statistics that
are hard to interpret. On the
other hand, we don't want irresponsible ad-hoc judgments
either," Dr. Campbell said.
DR. CAMPBELL said he was
impressed with the "high degree
of cooperation" shown by students planning the course evaluation.
"Nothing prevents students
from evaluating professors independently and publishing the
results, but these students were
responsible and willing to work
with faculty and administration
representatives in drafting a fair
and workable program," he said.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

'Popejoy Will Get
Newman Citation
UNM President Tom L, Popejoy will receive the first "Aquinas
Newman Citation" from the UNM
Aquinas Newman Center at a
4:30 p.m. mass March'/.
Father Robert Goedert, director of the Newman Center, said
the presentation will be made to
Popejoy "in recognition of his
years of service to the University
community."
March 'I is the date on the Roman Catholic callmdar when
Thomas Aquinas, saint and uni~rsal scholar, is commemorated.
ARCHBISHOP James Peter
Davis of the Santa Fe archdiocese
will preside at the mass at which
Popejoy will be honored. Present.ation of the award will be made
by Fr. Goedert. An escort of faculty members will serve as an
honor guard for the UNM president. These include Profs. Frank
Wessling, Patrick Lynch, Robert
Desiderio, William Weismantel,
Beulah Woodfin, Monica Novitski,
Mercedes Gugisberg, and Dean
Reina Hall.
Fr. Goedert said all members of
the University community-faculty, students, and administrators
-are invited to the mass.
The Aquinas Newman Citation
will be presented annually to a
'member of the faculty or administration of UNM who has gained
distinction "in the academic
search to identify permanent
values and in the social responsibility to apply creatively those
values in the office entrusted to
him," Fr. Goedert said.
The Newman Center at UNM
was founded twenty years ago
and has achieved national distinction for its educational, social, and cultural programs.

·~"

Listen to· KUNM
90.1 Mcs.·
5h.Jdents Ill
DowftlaWII far a ..._
or ~happing? Eat at

.(Continued:(rom Page 1)
Next ye.ar's .allocation to the
Popular Entertainment· Commit- ·
tee ·will ''probably hold pretty
close to this year's," he says. The
committee has booked the. Tijuana Brass, Andy Williams and
Henry Mancini, Bill Cosby, and
Peter, Paul, and Mary this year.
"We planned to break even on
entertainment events, but the
committee has actually made
some money," Travelstead reports.

By GRANT HARVEY
"Young people today face greate! problems than any other prev;tous gener11tion," said the as· Sist~nt director of the Yale Univertnty International Office at the
Kiva last night.
·.
Paul Moritz told a small tumout that the key to future world
cooperation lies with the students of .today, who understand
the concept of interdependence
much better than the generations
before them.
· To illustrate the beginning of a
greater state of interdependence
Moritz pointed out that in last
summer's Israeli-Egyptian crisis
it was the Kremlin that used the
"hot-line" to tell the White House
that they would not intervene un•less-the U.S. did so.
"Students today are not only
' generat•10n apart from their
"a
~ elders, they are history apart.
College students today are postt World War II and prpctically
post-'cold war'," Moritz said. ·
Moritz stressed that many of
· today's youth feel that the na·
tionalist feeling that pushes the
race to the moon, a race of missile stockpiling, and a world fight
with communism must be con. verted to an international push
to eliminate over-population il~iteracy, poverty, hunger, 'and
unemployment.
The most important problem
students today can solve is that
of finding a way to distribute the
wealth of the richest nations ·to
poor countries in such a way that
would benefit both rich and poor
nations, Moritz said.
Cultural knowledge of other
peoples, especially in the fields of
education, employment, and national economy, would be of immense value in preparing students for such careers as international business and social work
he said.
'
"To achieve world prosperity,
wealthy countries must increase
their imports tremendously,"
Moritz said. "If we trimmed our
financial aid to many countries
and instead bought goods with
that same money, such a country
could eve.ntually stand on its own
two feet.''
Moritz compared p~or nations
with the slums in that their people are proud and need education

..,_---
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Special Student· Prices
" ·
· LEAGUES FORMING.
J ·_ Open Tourname~t Tuesday, Feb. 21--8:00 p.m.
""I ='·
Girls ....... Half P~ice

-~pe~~==~ to~~:-=· ~-005 Cent~~L~;E•

.,

'

OUR FILET
OF FISH
SANDWICH
IS A DELICIOUS
EXP.ERIENCE-TRY SEVERAL

LEARN ABOUT ONE-STOP SHOPPING
One-Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection
Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience

3 LOCATIONS
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
MENAUL at SAN PEDRO
5324 4th St. N.W.

Call265-5611 •.• Ext. 6 •.. Today for Credit Application
A ONE STOP SAVING'S CENTER

Shop 10·9 Mon.-Fri.

BeLLAsHess

9-9 Saturday..• 10-6 Sunday

DEPARTMENT STORE

Corner Menaul & Carlisle

f:'OR QUALITY M£RCHAN01~E:

graduating engineers,
chemists ·and· physicists

.

'Mirage •••

the NciYy~s targest industrial complex:
-the San Francisco Bay· Naval Shipyard·
m;

APPLY YOUR TALENTS"TO IMPORTANT
PROGRAMS: Nuclear power, ship structures,
electrical/electronic systems, missile· sys· .
tems, marine/mechanical·· design, welding,·
chemistry (analytical) and metallur&ical in-.
spection and test, qUality assurance, proaess

methods and standards, tools and plant
utilization.
LIVE IN THE FAMED BAY AREA. San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard has two work sites
located 40 miles apart: Hunters Point in San
Francisco and Mare Island in Vallejo, California. Each location has ready access to the
cultural advantages of San trancisco. All
types of recreation from surfing in the Pa·
cific to skiing ih the Sierras are within easy
driving distance. Continue your professional
growth by attending classes at one of the
many outstanding colleges and universities
located nearby.

· and· economic opportunities, not
welfare.
''Trade must replace aid " he
said.
'
Moritz also discussed various
programs such as the l'e11ce
· Corps that helped Americans undrestand. foreign cultures. He de· ~cribed a · five-year BA degree
Issued by Yale that included one

waa
Makers of Hand M11de
lndinn Jewelry
OLDTOWN

year of credit for a work program
in a foreign country,

3244 San Mateo NE

Dancing Wednesday Night
To The Sunday Funnies .
Melodrama Friday and Satur-

·all those

.Hawks and ·. ·

,. .

·Doves· in
.Pigeonh«iles?

..
"

.'
··.·
o,

Phil Harper

6:00· 10:00 om
Your. Tl~k Green
/'I 1 Money
Man

.LIFE INSUflAHCE COMPANY
H"I'ITI'Qr.ll:l,

OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W. 247-8626
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HALL

If you think you have something to gripe
about, wait till you see what SIR does ·
to COCKY in Ro6- of the Greasepaint.
This show is the greatest piece of
anti-establishment theater of the century.
Come see it! FEB. 29, MAR. 1.

Who put

MUIUal

,r

&@ .CONCERT

. day Nights ''Curse you, Jack
Dalton" Live cast

r-------·-----t

An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required,

.

STUDENTS!

Phoenix
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Usten to KUNM

Representative on Campus
MARCH 6, 1968
for· interview, contact your" ·placement.offiee ·
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(Continued from page 1)
plan and voted a $36,000 alloca• ·
tion for the book.
·
"We will accept Pulr l3oal'd's
recommendation if it fits ·in with ·
our budget,'' Finance Committee'
Chairman Coleman Travelstead
said yesterday.
•· •
""The Subscription plan WOJ'ks
pret~ .well at some other :ichoob!,
but. it takes a lot of preparation.
. 'There is also the possib,llity of
putting The Mirag~ on a half-subscription, half-allocation basis,"
Travelstead said.
Huber noted that selJing in advance could mean n smaller and
lower-quality yearbook if enough
subscriptions are not obtained.

.

ENJOY UNMATCHED POTENTIAL FOR PRO·
FESSIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH.
You'll be challenged by the variety offered
. in the design, construction, overhaul and
• ,, .. ·conversion of Polaris missile submarines, ·
guided missile frigates, destroyers, aircraft
carriers, deep submergence craft, Sea Lab
etc.
.
. . .
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Speaker Sees Peace Keys.

"YOUR. KIND OF PLACE!u

Cultural Studies
. Workshop Given

'

Potronize ·LOBO·· Advertisers···.

McDonald'S

This Summer

An Intercultural Relations
Workshop will be offered at UNM
June 10-28 as a part of ,the 1968
summer session.
The workshop will be taught
by Dr. Carol Smallenburg, professor of education at California
State College at Los Angeles. Enrollment for the course, which carries UNM credit as Education 416
or Sociology 416, is limited to 35
people.
CLASSES will meet :from 8:10
a.m. to 12:10 Monday through
Friday.
Dr~ Smallenburg has had extensive experience in workshops
dealing with the teaching of
groups of mixed cultural back- .
grounds.
· She has been director of a hu•man relations workshop at her
co1lege since 1958. She has served
as consultant to a number of
teaching workshops. and as consultant to several 'School districts ·
in Southern California.
Dr. Srnallenburg currently is
co-chairman of the Southern California Curriculum Council and
consultant to the CoDperative
Study Council at UCLA.
.. Information on advance reservations for the course. may be ob·- "'tained" frOm· Dr. HaroTcT Reid;~>
summer session director, UNM.

Student leaders at the University of North Carolina said they
may bring a Communist or M!lrxist, possibly Apthecker, · to the
campus now · th~t the ban has
been lifted.
·
A similaJ' 11peake~ ;ban law was
struck down 10 Ohio. last year;
·
' · '· ··

8udg
. .ef..• .'•'· .•..,

- - - ; - - ,..------·-
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North Carolina's :Speaker· Ban -Law.
'Too Vague', Ruled Unconstitutional
GREENSBORO, N. C. (CPS)
-A three-judge federal court ha!l
ruled North Carolina's speaker
ban law unconstitutional.
The law prohibited Communists from speaking at state-supported colleges. It also prohibited
anyone who had pleaded the First
Amendment when questioned
about C!lommunist leanings from
speaking. The court ruled that
the law was too vague.
The suit was brought in 1966 ·
by a group of University of North
Carolina students, including two
former student body presidents
and a student editor, and two
speakers who were banned under
the law, including Marxist historian Herbert Apthecker.
Oral arguments in the case
were filed almost a year ago, but
the decision was reportedly de. layed by the illness of the judge
who was writing the decision.

-,~-·

CONNttCTICUT

Our guess: the press.
Because it was colorful .and convenient.
But also because folks like it that way.
It's so much easier to choose up sides;
To dismiss everything a man says
(If he's on the other side)
Rather than go to all the trouble of weighing
The parts of his speech.
It's the way our politicians raised us, after all,
Or lowered us.
Partisan political palaver
Cries out for the easy label
And deserves it.
But the honest-opinions of responsible men
Should stand or fall on their merit
Not their badge.
Wu hope' y•Ju agree. .
_
'\'rAJ ;;m our lif<' in·;urath~e.

\
(
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Cof!1puterized Teacher Evaluation
Action by the UNM Faculty Policy Committee is expected
soon on a teacher-evaluation proposal.
An Associated Students committee, working with faculty
members and the Data Processing Center, drafted the proposal after more than a year of preliminary study, The comm.ittee on the University approved the plan and made several specific recommendations for its implementation.
The proposed evaluation would ask every UNM student
to answer some 25 questions about his professor's professional qualities, classroom procedures, and personal attributes. Five possible choices of responses are available.
~

These responses would be collated by computer, and, along
with a short statement describing the questionnaire and detailing the answers, would be published.
A course evaluation program has several possible advantages. The results will aid students in choosing coures and
will be useful to administration officials in determining faculty members' promotions, tenure, and salaries.

By DOUG BROWNING
As the November election draws
nearer, speculation rises that
Lyndon Johnson, ever the master
politician, will engineer some sort
of spectacular end to the war in
Viet Nam and be swept back into
office by a grateful Amel'ican people.
Events in South Viet Nam recently, however, indicate that this
costly war is now too far gone for
LBJ to control as he desires.

* * *

The well-coordinated Viet Cong
attacks on Vietnamese cities, no
matter how much Dean Rusk
downgrades them, were a major
psychological blow to the United
States.
Frankly, we were caught with
our pants down, 1\ chestnut especially apt since a majority of the
South Vietnamese army was at
the beach for Tet.
Viet Nam would be headache
enough for the President even if
it were the only major problem
he faces, but of course it's not.

* * *

The Negro mood will make this
summer much more than the
cliche "long and hot." Columnist
Stewart Alsop quotes journalist
Pete Young as saying, "Summer
1968 promises to be a Grade A
certified bitch."
Handicapped by a reactionary
Congress, LBJ is unlikely to be

The evaluation could furnish professors with vital feedback on their methods and help improve teaching at UNM.
In addition, Associated Students President John Thorson
has said that while students are not attempting to "take
over the University," the course-evaluation proposal represents a responsible, coordinated effort by students to influence the quality of education at UNM.
The evaluation would be jointly financed and directed by
si:.udents and faculty members, many of whom have already
indicated their enthusiasm for the idea and their willingness
to work for its success.
Dr. John Campbell, chairman of the Committee on the
University which recently approved the proposal, praises
the responsible attitude and eagerness to cooperate shown by
Associated Students representatives who drafted the plan.
It appears that a realistic, objecti"\>e, and useful teacher-

evaluation program is possible at UNM and that it could be
a s~ccess. The faculty will be asked to vote on the proposal
soon, and we can only hope that they will agree to give it
a try.

Calling U
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
Education & World All'a.irs Conference •
Education & World Affairs Conference •
Registration; Union Ballroom Gallery; 11
Union Council Room, 231 B-E, 260 A.E.;
a.m.
253: 9 a.m.
Jefferson Jr. High School Luncheon;
AAUW Luncheon; Union S. Ballroom; '
12:30 p.m.
Union S. Ballroom: 11 :30 a.m.
Lobo Christian Fellowshi-UNM FacCollege of Education Tn.cher Screening:
Kiva ; 12 :30 p.m.
ulty; Union 231 C; 12 :15 p.m.
Latin-American Desk; Union 231 A-B;
Educati<>n & World All'airs Luncheon·
12:30 p.m.
Union Desert Room ; 12:30 p.m.
'
Education & World Affairs: Union
Education & World Affairs Conference;
Saturday FiJin Fare: "Our Man Flint";
Union 231 A·E, 250 A-E, 253; 3 p.m.
Theater: 3 :30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda; Union 281 B-C;
Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m.
7 p.m.
Inter-Re1ig:ious Council Dance; Union
F r i day Cinematheque: 'Cartouche;,
Ballroom; 8 :30 p,m,
(French) ; Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m.
SUNDAY
UNM Gymnastics: Colorado State Col·
Jege; Johnson Gym; 7:80 p.m.
Alpha Kappa PBi Pledges; Union 231
Baha'i; Union 231 E; 8 p.m.
A; 3 p.m.
Lettel'lllan's Club Dance: Union Ban.
Sunday Film Fare: "Our Man Flint";
room; 8 p.m ..
Union Theater: D, B p.m.
Roar of the GreMepaint, Smell of the
Alpha Tau Omega Pledges ; Union 263 :
Crowd": Concert Hall; 8 :15 p.m.
7 p.m.
~uNM Popular Entrtainment Committee
Alpha Tau Omega; Union Council Room;
P..Xtsoents Peter, Paul and Mary in concert;
7:30 P.m.
University Arena; 10 :30 p.m~
•
S.D.S. : Union 231 E ; 7:30 p.m.

Speculation on Johnson

~

* *

Indeed, the problem is so massive and complex that even with a
willing Congress, it is inevitable
that this summer will surpass
1967 in destructiveness.
And, too, Johnson is faced with
wholesale desertion in his advisory personnel.
Gone already are two of the
more capable men in government,
See1·eta~·y of Defense McNamara
and HEW Secretary John Gardner.
Poverty chief Sargent Shriver
appears ready to split any day
now and the1·e has been speculation that Dean Rusk won't be
around in the fall.

* * *

_Similar speculation has surrounded Gen. William W estmoreland. (Though Newsweek should
have put LBJ's picture on its
"Man on the Spot" cover of the
past week.)
With Johnson's predilection for
doing just the opposite to foil

Letters

Letters are welcome, s.nd
should he no longer than 260
words
typewritten,
double
spaced. Name, te]ephone number and address must be included, although name will he
withheld upon rcqueat.

Anderson Thanks YAF

Supports New Draft Law

Note: This letter is addressed
to the Young Americans for
Freedom.

Dear Editor:
I am very pleased to see that
the Selective Service people have
finally come to their senses and
have dmpped most of the areas
for deferment for graduate students. Now we can fill up the
Army and Marine ranks with
graduate students. This is good
for several reasons.
First, some of the more loud
mouthed variety will have to shut
their mouths or risk catching a
Viet Cong bullet or a tough sergeant's fist in it.
Second, we will have less liberal dribble running out of this
group's mouth. When someone is
trying to kill you there is less
chance that you will call him
your brother.
Third, this will do a great deal
of good for those who protest the
war. When they return to the
campus they will know and speak
the truth instead of mimic some
lunatic socialist's ravings in order to show post-adolescent- independence.
I understand that many graduate students say that the army
should not take them because they
can think and question. Don't
wprry fellows-the army can
solve that problem for you. It's
called stimulus-response therapy.
Some sergeant will give you a
stimulus and if you question it
there will be quite a response.
This statement is not meant for
all graduate students. There are
many fine grad studElrtts. 'l'his is
meant for all of those who think
that red and yellow are the only
two colors in the rainbow.
M. J. O'Donnell

Thank you so much for taking
the trouble to make the posters
advertising my "objective" course
in Vietnamese history. The course
will be so objective that it might
even come to the same conclusions
as the Republican White Paper.
I know that the words "scarlet"
and "red" in the poster were not
used with malice but in the spirit
of friendly animosity that has
existed between certain "extremist" groups on this campus for
several years.
I hope this spirit will continue
in the future because if you are
true to your stated beliefs, we
have several things in common.
For example, Barry Goldwater
and I both deplore the draft as
an evasion of a personal freedom
guaranteed by the Constitution.
I feel, as you, that the federal
bureaucracy and the military-industrial complex has grown to
such hideous proportions that it
threatens individual freedoms
here as it strangles national freedoms overseas.
I believe, as you, in the principle of maximum local rule and
and self-determination, whether
those involved are Alabamians,
ghettoans, or vietnamese.
If these views place me on the
left in black pajamas, where do
they place you? Perhaps in the
middle with your pants down.
Roger Y. Anderson

~

e

able to pull off anything which
would cool the determination of
the Negro to make Whitey pay
for a century of exploitation.
Congressmen are aware, to say
the least, that George Wallace is
likely to be campaigning in many
of their districts. They therefore
a1·e not going to take the risk of
alienating the backlash voters by
passing stiff civil rights measures,
if they pass any at all.

*

i

speculation, however, I;>ean Rusk
and General Westmoreland have
two of the most secure jobs. in
government.
To add to the Texan's woes, the
American public genera1ly :is dissatisfied with the handling of the
Pueblo crisis, although the administration handled the problem
admirably, fl·om a diplomatic
viewpoint.
The jingoistic public, secure in
its knowledge that America is a
first-rate power, is aghast that
a second-rate nation such as
North Korea is able to embarrass
us. It longs for a return to Spanish-American War days, when
the Navy would have steamed into
Wonsan, retrieved the ship and its
crew and punished the Koreans
besides.

* * *

It fails to acknowledge that the
world today is just a little more
complex, that to "punish" a second-rate nation involves getting
into a dispute with its first-rate
allies, an always sobering thought
in the Overkill Age.
As Rusk and McNamara allowed on Meet the Press, the Administration is not yet prepared to
say that the Pueblo never entered
Korean territorial waters. Its
position simply is that the ship
was boarded in international
waters.
And just as we claim the right
of pursuit into Cambodia, the
North Koreans can rightfully
claim the right of pursuit into
international waters if its territory has been infringed upon.

* * *

It's about time the American
public got a little more sophisticated about the espionage game,
anyhow. Our agents readily accept the risks involved. If you go
spying, you've got to expect to
get caught occasionally. lt's part
of the game.
Last, but not least in the LBJ
problem political arena is the new
strength of the Republicans.
The GOP has made no radical
change to make it suddenly attractive to the voters. It's just
that a new spirit possesses the
public, a feeling that much is
wrong with the present administration and the way to make it
all right is to change administrations.

tl!
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3 Graduate Speech Courses Added
Three new graduate courses offered in communication, therapy,
and rhetoric, have been added to
the UNM Speech Deparmtent this
semester.
"Communication Research" will
be taught by Dr. Jim Hughey.
The "activity class" as he calls it,
will do actual research and give
the students background for evaluation.

Dr, Dolores Butt wi!l instruct
the "Communication Problems of
C«rebral Palsied." In addition to
a lecture period, the students will
evaluate cerebral palsied children
at UNM's Manzanita Center and
the Elks clinics,
"Modern
and
Renaissance
Rhetoric", taught by Dr. Marilyn
Van Graber, covers 1400 years of
rhetoric ·history.

ervmg Ta
Mexican mners
and American Dishes
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
Catering service to your favorite eating place
Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount
H
11:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily
ours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231
255-5079

U. Service Group
Tutoring Children
The newest service organization
at UNM has been one of the
most active this year.
Amigos Anonymous, a community action group chartered last
year, got a head start on the
activities of other campus organizations by spending the summer
working with the poor in Michoacan, Mexico,
.
This year members of the group
have spent Sundays in Anton
Chico, a migrant worker community in Guadalupe county, tutoring
grade-school children and helping
with a cooperative store set up
there in the summer.
In Albuquerque they have worked with community development
groups and in neighborhood centers.
Amigos was started last year
by the Newman student organization. When the group moved on
campus, Father Stephen Shimek
stayed on as adviser. Dr. Richard
Thomasson, chairman of the
UNM sociology _department, be.
came faculty advisor.

Scholarships Open
In Library Science

CONCERT HALL
and
The Cultural Program Committee
Present

The Theatrical Event of the Year!

Scholarships are available to
study in library science.
The Southwestern Library Association is offering $750 scholarships to allow qualified students to study librarian work.
The applications must come, however, from a six-state area. Only
residents of Arizona, Arkansas,
Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma or Texas may apply and be
accepted.
The scholarships allow for one
year's study.
Applications must be received
by April 16, 1968, by Frank M.
Blackburn, Southwestern Library
Association Commissioner, West
Texas State University Library,
Canyon, Texas,

-==.- - - - - - . . . . . . - - - · - ' •
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Motorola offers the student at the BS or MS level an op·
portunity to advance his career and education concurrently.
Work and achieve a Master's or PhD Degree in an environ·
ment of constant challenge and tremendous growth.
THE ENGINEERING TRAINING PROGRAM

Open to BS or MS graduates in Electrical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering or Physics with a B average or better.
While pursuing an MS or PhD degree at Arizona State Uni·
versity each trainee is placed in a rotational program cov·
ering four engineering activities at Motorola.
THE MARKETING TRAINING PROGRAM

Open to BS graduates in Electrical Engineering or Physics
with a B·average or better. Marketing trainees may work
toward an MBA or an MS or PhD degree. Rotational assign·
ments are in the marketing area.
Aaron Craigo

will be at UNM
MARCH 4

Direct Placement at all Degree Levels for, ••
• Electrical Engineers • Organic & Physical Chemists
• Physicists • Chemical Engineers • Metallurgists
in Research and Development, Quality Control,
Marhetlng, and Production.
Jf you arc unavailable for an interview at this
time write directly to: Director of College Relations,
Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Division,
5005 East MeDowell, Phoenix, Arizona 85008.

@MOTOROLA INC.
\Q Sen-~iconduc-tor Produc-ts

Division

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNI'fY EMPLOYER

BAllY C. TUTTL! and WilliAM A.CAiiOZO
PIUSIHf

EDWARD ~

EAil£

DAVID C.

JONES

N
IN T+IE HIT MUSICAL

·.

Lntodaysivy-covere4jungl~

if you don't stay with it, the competition
will eat you alive.

BENEFIT ALBUQUERQUE PAN-HEL
TEL. 277-3121
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* * *

Bolstered by a "new" Richard
Nixon, who is infinitely more
sophisticated than he was in his
"Checkers" days, the GOP has
several candidates, or noncandidates as it were, that are beginning to catch the fancy of the
voters.
Noncandidate Nelson, as Rockefeller might be called, is being
pushed (none too subtly) by several national media, especially the
Saturday Evening Post and Newsweek, to a degree, as the Republican who can most easily defeat
Johnson.
George Romney was seen as too
wishy-washy and Ronald Reagan
doesn't have the experience.
Charles Percy,_ Claude Kirk and
Mark Hatfield haven't had the
exposure.
If Nixon can rid himself of his
loser image, he stands an excellent
change of beating LBJ, though
analysts are still not sure what
mischief Wallace might cause.
LBJ will have to work some
tremendous magic to solve Ol' slip
around all these problems, but it's
beginning to look as if the rabbits
are no longer in the hat.

• •• • *' •••••
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AT
MOTOROLA

STAGE

All Seats Reserved - 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
Students 1h Price Feb. 29
Students 1.00 Discount Mar. 1
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EARN YOUR MASTER'S DEGREE
OR ·PhD WHILE YOU WORK

ON

THURS., FRI., FEB. 29, MAR. 1 - 8:15 P.M.

~-· ..

PapS

NEW MEXICO LOBO

_j:-------------------~

Let's face it. You can't afford to be drowsy. Not in class.
Not in your room. Not ever.
So when you feel the grip of drowsiness pulling you
down, fight it off. ®
Get out the No Doz. It'll help you spring back-your
recall, your perception, your ability to
solve problems-without being habit
forming. So you can pad through the
jungle. Alert. And ready to strike.
After all, you're the lion, not the lamb.

.

'

'•'
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UNM Won First Game

Lobes Face Cowboys, Denver As Season l:nds
By WAYNE CIDDIO
THE WYOMING game· will be ·should give New Mexico plenty
No matter how you look at it, carried live on KOAT-TV Chan- of headaches Saturday night in
the New Mexico Lobos have some nel 7 beginning at 7:55 p.m.
Denver. Hollines, who is an AllHarry competition in store for
Bill · Strannigan's
Cowboys American, is averaging 25.1 points
them as they play their season" ~ould a.ccomplish thr.ee things by per game for the Pioneers. Denfinales this weekend against Wy. <-.J\JlOcking off the Lobos tonight, ver fans think .that. Hollines is
oming and Denver.
A victory would give. Strannigan one of the most ignored players
.And the Harryest of the com- · · his best season record at Wy- in the country, and they. may be
petition will come from Cowboy oming, 19-7, clinch a second- right.
.
Harry Hall and Pioneer Harry place tie in the WAC with a 6-4
HOLLINES •has 'scored 602 toHollines. The Lobos take on the mark, and keep the Pokes ve1·y tal points this se'ason and is right
Cowboys in Laramie tonight in a much in the National Invitational : near the top among the nation':!
.
game that could clinch the West- Tournament picture.
· scorers. The 6 foot 8 guard does
ern Athletic Conference basketAside from all of the things the his 'share of the work on the
ball title, and then travel to Den- Cowboys could stand to gain, a boards too. He has 131 rebounds
ver Saturday night to close out victory could knock tbe Lobos'· · this season.
their '68 campaign against the conference mark to 7-3 and give
Other Pioneers to watch are
the Utah Redskin'S a chance to Horace Keamey, with a 17.2 averPioneers.
grab a piece of the league title. age, and 6 foot 10 Brian Clare,
;\·
The Utes finish their conference 12.5. Clare is leading the Pioneers
schedule this weekend against in rebounding with 268 total and
both Arizonas. Utah is in second a 11.2 average.
place in the conference with a
Going into their last :regular5-3 record.
season games, the Lobos have
HARRY · number one, Hall, five men averaging in the double
last week joined the 1000 point figures. Nelson continues to lead
club with two good performances the seventh-ranked Wolfpack with
against Arizona and ASU. TeamDENVER-Ron Becker of the mate Carl Ashley led the Cow- a 19.0 average, Ron Sanford is
New Mexico Lobos has been boys in both games with 29 and second at 16.2, Greg "Stretch"
named to the Western Athletic 22 points, but Hall scored enough Howard third with 14.6, Ron
Conference academic basketball to work his way into the scorers' Becker fourth with 10.2, and
Howie Grimes with 10.0..
team, WAC commissioner Paul elite with a 1007 career total.
IF NEW MEXICO bE!ats the
Brechler announced today.
Hall is the leading Wyoming Cowboys, they -will have sole
Joining Becker on the first scorer with 497 .total points and ·
team were Jeff Mackey of Ari- a 20.7 average and is second in possession of the WAC title. But
zona State, Gary Von Krosigk of the conference behind Utah's if Wyoming should come up with
Wyoming, Roger Detter of Ari- Merv Jackson.
zona State, and Lyndon McKay of
Hall gets plenty of support
MR. TACO
Utah. Detter and Mackey were from Ashley with an 18.0 avernamed to the academic basketball age, Stan Dodds 14.0, and Mike
4516 .Lomas NE
team for the second consecutive Eberle 12.6. Steve Popovich rounds
has sold over 3 million
year.
out the Cowboy starting lineup
Famous Fluffy tacos-most
of them to UNM people
ALL EARNED grade point
with a E.S point per game aver- '
(nice people)
averages above 3.0 (straight B) age.
Wyoming is 17-7 on the sea- '----.._.;.-..:-_:_...;..._ _ _-.J.
and were starters on their re- son and New Mexico and the Air
spective squads. Detter, a junior, Force
Academy are · the last
and Mackey, a senior, were hon- games on
its schedule.
orable mention academic AllTHE
LOBOS
beat the Cowboys
.
Americans last year.
at
the
Arena
eal'lier in the
81-65
Detter has.the best grade point
season,
and
well,
there
is nothing
average among the starters, a
to
be
said
about
what
happens
3.47 in mathematics. McKay has
when
a
WAC
team
plays
on its
a 3.18 in pre-med, Becker a 3.26 home court. Guard Ron Nelson,
in education, Mackey a 3.29 in who was chosen to participate in
mathematics education, and Von the Olympic basketball tryouts in
Krosigk a 3.31 in elementary ed- April, scored a career high of 3(}
\li::atlon,
·point~ against Wyoming before a
Thl'Sci players don't have the .<~apncJty crowd at the Arena.
·
"good field, no hit" tag. either. ·
Harr.v
number
two,
Hollines,
Their atJ,Ivtic ability is evet•y bit
as good as their scholastic talent.
Detter, for in:Jtance, .h Arizona Goals Set
State's second-ranked scorer and
Utah football coach Bill Meek
netted 35 points against defend- has been told by a high authority
ing league champion Wyoming at that not much will be expected of
Tempe.
·
him in his first year. The kind
Becker is the fust in .four years hearted gentleman, .Governor Calat basketball-rich New Mexico to vin L. Rampton, then added, "A
go from the freshman ·team to a good start, for example, would
starting position on the varsity be just three victories-over Utah
in one year. McKay is the lone State,. Brigh.!,Lm. '¥oung and Wysenior on the sguad. Detter, Von oming."
•
Krosigk, and Mackey are juniors
and Becker is a sophomore.
SUNDAY MORNING
The team was ·selected by a.
WORSHIP SERVlCES
panel 'Of ar.ea . sportswriters and
..
.Alumni Memorial
sportscasters. The only other
Chapel, ll:OO a.m.
player ·to receive. more than one
Sponsored by the
·.first-place vote . was Wyoming
lutheran
Association
guard Bob· Wilson,. who- owns a
of America·
3.15 in secondary .education..

a win, the final story won't be
known uutil Utah finishes its
weekend contests with the Arizonas.
Two wins for the Lobos eowd ·

'.

~

Wolfpups Close Season
Against. Aggie Freshmen

set a school · record for most
games ever won by a Lobo basketball team in ~;~ single season. The
Lobos are 22-2 for the season go.
ing into this weekend's action, ·

iliiiiiiii

•

··.PROFESSIONAL· DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

NS'MSES

iiiiiiiiiiiii

I

COSDEN OIL & CHEM. CO.

with advanced & complex
guided missile systems

***

Florida. State Coach· New ·Addition to Feldman's Stall

J et'ry·Summerville, an aaaistant effective immediately and that the coached a year at Lincoln High
' coach at Florida State for the latest addition to the UNM staff School in Lincoln, IJI. before join•
ing the staff at Florida State.
past two years, has been named to js now on a recruiting trip.
A center and linebacker during
"Jerry is a fine young coach
the UNM football coaching staff
his college career, Summerville with a real future in coaching,"
by head coach Rudy Feldman.
The . 28-year-old · Summerville played at· Murray State in Ken- said Feldman, "He has been inwill be in charge of the Lobo de- tucky and received his B.A. de- volved in a pro-style defense at
The New Mexico Wolfpups . After, fourteen games, Long is fensive backs and will arrive on gree from Murray State in 1962 Florida· State and will make a
wrap up their 1968 season Satur- leading the freshmen scoring at- the campus March 12. Feldman · and his M.A. degree in 1963. A great addition to our staff," Feldday night when they travel to tack with 471 total points and a said SurnmervHle's appointment is native of Champaign, Illinois, he man added •
Las Cruces to tangle with the 38.6 point per game average,
Aggie freshmen in the second Long is shooting .528 per cent
meeting of the year .between the from the field and .800 per cent
from the free throw line. Long
two clubs.
The Wolfpups rolled over the also leads the team in rebounding ·
Aggie frosh 85-65 at University with 220 for the season.
Arena on Feb. 7 behind Willie
Gibson is scoring 23.6 per game
RECRUITING INTERVIEWS MARCH 5
I
Long's 32-point scoring perform- and is second on the freshmen
ance. Long picked off 11 rebounds scoring list. Gibson has compiled
FOR PERMANENT & SUMMER EMPLOYMENT ·
to lead both tea)lls in that depart- 330 points in fourteen games for
the Wolfpups.
ment.
Ch.E.; M.E.; C.E.; E.E.; Chem. .
LONG and playmaker Petie
THIRD IN line is Fred Grawe
Gibson have led the freshman with a 15.4 average followed by
CONTACT PLACEMENT OFFICE
team to wins over New · Mexico Ken Otteni with 8.6, and ArMilitary Institute, West Mesa . mando Reyes with 6.3 points per
Radar Station, House of Carpets, game. AI Vigil and John Brown
New Mexico Junior College, New have provided good support in reMexico State, Trinidad Junior serve duty. The entire freshmen
College, and the Intramural All- team only numbers seven.
The Wolfpups are averaging
Star!).
91.7
points per game and have
Trinidad was the only team to
beat· the Wolfpups this season. gone over the one hundred point
The Trojans defeated the Wolf- mark in five games this season.
pups 88:69 at Trinidad but lost The freshmen have held their opthe second game at University ponents to 77 points per ·ball
game.
Arena 77-75 last week.

An Invitation to Learn of

Becker on WAC
Academic Squod
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Located on the California coast
mid-point between
Santa Monica & Santa Barbara,
we offer the ideal
physical and technical climate.
Schedule an interview on
March 6
with the representative of: ·

ASUJVM Popular entertainment
. eommittee
andKZ>81.

7:30 in Johnson Gym

NAVAL SHIP MISSILE SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION

Prtscnt

Lobo Gymnasts After Seventh in Row
Against Colorado State Here Tonight

Port Hueneme, California
For positions as:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
AEROSPACE ENGINEER (MISSILES)
PHYSICIST (ELECTRONICS)
Your Placement Director
-has further information
-will furnish brochures
-can schedule an interview
An Equal Opportunity Employer

)
'

Lobo gymnasts, riding a sixmeet winning streak, go after
their seventh consecutive victory
without a loss when they host
Colorado State College tonight at
Johnson Gym. The meet is scheduled for 7 :30 p.m. in the main
arena.
Led by junior Tom Galioto who
is averaging in the nine-plus category in side horse competition,
the Lobos take several high])'
ranked competitors into the meet.
GALIOTO recorded a 9,45 on
the long horse last week against
Fort Lewis College of Colorado
and is currently ranked among
the top in the conference. Galioto
is ranked fourth in the nation in
the event.
Other top Lobo performers are
Bob Manna, ranked first in the
conference and sixth in the nation in high bar; Dave Carriere,
second in the WAC and sixth in
the nation in the rings; Bob
Smith, first in the conference in
parallel bars; and freshman

OKIE :roE!S

-SA~IO"V ,.R'E Pllrt'&. \

~

L rr r s. \-\ow

Cc:u.••'•s 7S l

. ,,

c..... .,.j}o o..+t~

'ZS'C.

Stormy Eaton, first in the conference in the trampoline.
The Lobos tumec! in a sparkling performance against Fort
Lewis in earning the widest margin of victory they have had this
year. New Mexico beat Fort Lewis 185.85 to 155.40 behind nineplus performances by Eaton,
Blasko, Jim Hruban, and Carri<·l'<'.
NEW MEXICO'S biggest accomplishment of the season was
a victory over five-time defending
WAC champion Arizona at Tucson a month ago. The Lobos are
favored to bring the gymnastics
title to UNM this year and could
place several men high in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) finals.
Colorado State has been getting
top performances from all-around
competitor Kirk Rose. In a recent
meet with Fort Hays, Rose won
the first places in the floor exercise, still rings, and long horse,
and placed second on parallel
bars, and third on the high bar
and the side horse.
Rose should get plenty of competition from Lobo all-around
man Hruban. Hruban scored over
55 points in the Lobos' meet with
Fort Lewis.
Students will be admitted to
the meet free With an athletic
identification card. General admission is $1 .

&'efer&'aul antJcJlraru
!n fJcmccrt

'lti. .Marek I. /0:30 P.,M.
Universif!l .Arena

Tickets On Sale At
fine Ar1s Ticket Office
Riedlings And·

Record Rendezvous
$5.00, $4.00 ond $3.00
($1.00 Reduction
for Sivdents In
· £uch l'dco R._)

UNM vs. Wyoming Game Will Be Telecast Into The Arena So Come Early I
Lar a I 4 x 22 Feat Screen - No Extra Charge

I QUIT!
This Weeket1d Only
AH Books One-Half of Marked Price!
Bargains on Everything •••
\
'

turtleneck

large history sedion and Americana; Southwest;

ALPINE
SHIRT

psychol':'>gy and sociology; business and economics;
fore ian books, 20th Century
fiction and current novels•,
.
prints; all records now only 50c; all books in the
bargain room 25c.
Mock Turtle Cox'n Shirt $2.00
Ban·Lon Mock Turtle $7.00
. Rac·T with pocket $3.00
and man~ more all at 1
~

Offers considered on

VOLUME PURCHASES!

1

..

.
.

THE WEEK-END .BO.OK FIND
261 0 Centra I SE
across from Johnson Gym

I

I

f

i

1
·

$295

.

~

1!1

,:;

You'll never find a more excitingly progressive, fast-growing, opportunity·fil~ed
area than the Southwest! A career w1th
El Paso Electric Company off~rs you a
chance to grow, With new 1deas, new
equipment, tremendous company expansion every year!
lk
Arrange with the placement offic,e to 1,a
with our engineering representatives who
will be on campus

.

~

Mens Sltop
.,

'

(j\\fK\

·
. ,

.·

El PI~@ ELECTRIC·
M fiD' 00 W
W®Mlf1AHM
lJ
. ~;-,
-

long sleeve

.'

.....

If you. think there:s no
action for Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers
. in the great Southwest •..
you haven't talked to ..•

2120 CentralS. 8.

' ~·

Open 9-5, Fricloy and Sqturday . , • · Sunday afternoon
FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1968
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Ciddio s Corner

Friday, March 1, 1968

Lobos Win WAC; NCAA Next - SeeP. 8 .

1

PATRONIZE lOBO ADVERTISERS

Boycott Intent Questioned
By WAYNE CIDDIO
Some question has arisen as to
the exact reason why three UCLA
Bruin basketball stars, Lew Alcindor, Lucius Allen, and Mike
Warren, rejected bids to participate in the Olympic basketball
tryouts to be held in Albuquerque
in April.
UCLA Athletic Director J. D.
Morgan stated tl;lat the three
basketball players, all Negroes,
had declined the invitations for
purely academic reasons. Morgan
said the Olympic trials were
sch!Jduled at such a time that the
athletes would be forced to miss
a considerable amount of school
during the spring quarter. If selected for the U.S. Olympic team,
the athletes would also have to
skip the entire fall quarter.
A PUBLIC information official
at UCLA said that any suggestion that the three might be participating in a Negro boycott of
the 1968 Olympic games was pure
speculation. Since a substantial
number of outstanding Negro
athletes have voiced outright support of the boycott, the word
"speculation" is puzzling.
A large majority <lf the Negroes supporting the boycott
have made no bones about their
1.1ction and left no doubt as to
their intentions to back up a

measure they consider to be in
the interest of human dignity. It
is strange that the three UCLA
stars, if they are supporting the
boycott, did not make their feelings clear about such a measure.
IF THE boycott action is in' the
interest1 of human dignity, and if
the Negroes supporting it sincerely believe it to be a necessary
move, these individuals are to be
commended for the strength of
their convictions. If, however,
some Negroes are participating
in the boycott out of fear of being labeled scabbies, Uncle Toms
or whatever, the value of such
an action is diminished.
One athlete, potential gold medal sprinter Tommie Smith, has'
said publicly that he will forfeit
his hopes of being an Olympian
if the majority of the Negro
athletes decide to support the
boycott. Smith feels that he must
do what he thinks is right. No
one can argue against what a
person believes.
THE QUESTION here is
whether all the Negroes involved
are thinking and acting as intelli~
gent individuals or merely jumping on the bandwagon. It would
be inane to go into a type of a
spirit of '76 oratory saying,
"These athletes should not act
just as Negroes, but as Americans, and through their endeavors

TOMORROW NIGHT
at Midnight-Adults Only

"Japanese Erotica"
Japan, the land of the camera nut, has allowed a
small quantity of independent short films to be
shown in America. They are as different from anything we've . ever shown here as the Japanese
language is different from English

Joseph El£\'ine ~

-Time Maeazlne

Union Theatre

-·--~--

SUZUKI
SPORTCYCLES
Full
.12 Month-

TO
'

500

c.c.

MODELS

12,000

Mile

SOLO

SUZUKI

AT

A new sports stadium will be
added to UNM's already outstanding athletic facilities due
to a $1 million bond issue passed
by Albuquerque property owners
Tuesday. Vote tallies showed
6142 in favor of the bond issue
and 4732 opposed.
With a proposed seating capacity of up to 14,400, the stadium
will also house collegiate and high
school football, high school soccer
and rodeos, circuses, and a variety
of other open air shows.
Baseball coach Bob Leigh urged city voters to pass the bond
issue last week, saying that construction of a new stadium would
increase attendance at UNM baseball games and attract triple-A
professional baseball to Albuquerque.
The addition of the stadium
complex will make Albuquerque
one of the top sports centers in
the nation. Construction dates for
the stadium are still pending.

~-@~·
WA1Jr'L

33f.J33 SAN PEDRO DR .. N.E.

LOST
LOST, UNM vicinity, Dahnatlan Pup, 5
montlm old, male, answers to IAN.
Plelllie contact Jean, 1211 Copper NE,
Apt, 8. REWARD.
BINDERS, NOTEBOOKS & BOOKS, Lost
In Mlllllc Building. Please return hind·
em and notebooks to same place or call
2'7·8462, ,2,00 l'GWard,

EXICO

OBO

Vol. 71

Albuquerque, N.M.

1516 San Pedro NE

Authorities Find
No Peyote Seized

THE MAN WHO
MAKES NO MISTAKES!

Marijuana is the only confirmed
narcotic seized from an early
model Ford station wagon searched on the southeast corner of the
UNM campus last Thursday evening.
The station wagon, which was
impounded by federal agents, also
contained an unidentified liquid
and a large quanity of a cactuslike plant.
STARIUHG

Prlial ~ SAUL DA~O • llr~lll

JAMES
COBURN
-], ii" LEE J.COBB
... ~ GILA GOLAN
EDWARD MULHARE

IWIU JUliN •Saeqbr ~ Ill( fiii(RG 1111 !I'N SIARI
COLOR by OE LUXE • CINEMASCOPE

Sat, 7& 10
Sun, 5 & 8

50¢

No.73

SERVICEJi/1

Union

.I

Theatre

UNM PROFESSOR Carl Schwerin, who collects and studies
cactus as a hobby, called The Lobo
Friday afternoon, establishing
that the seized cactus was not
peyote, as police first suspected.
Dr. Schwerin said that peyote
a drug much stronger than marijuana, "does not have the spines
like the picture of the cactus in
the paper."
The clear liquid seized Thursday is undergoing extensive tests
in federal laboratories. The cactus
is also being studied.
THE MEN in the station wag~
on, two 20-year-olds and one 21,
were initially charged by city police for the illegal possession of
a deadly weapon.
Friday afternoon neither Albuquerque police nor federal agents
investigating the case would confirm or deny the possibility that
the non-students arrested had
some direct contact with UNM or
students here.
A spokesman from the Federal
Drug Abuse Control Board said
federal regulations prohibited him
from commenting on the case. His
office is under the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.
The seizure of the station wagon Thursday drew a crowd of
some 50 students as i)olice searched the vehicle and questioned the
occupants.

After"ZorbaThe Greek'!..The New Cacoy nis Film!

~

WANT ADS

PERSONALITY POSTERS, PoycbP.deUe,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, thE!n you don't need them ..
Send for Sampl"" & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609 E.
Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
RIDE WANTED-to GaUnt> evezy weekend. Phone 277·4983,
FOR RENT
NOTHING: Just a reminder that the
Thunderbird is out.
FOR SALE
ASSUME V. A. Loan 4*% on 3 bd., 1%
bath, Mankin home with patio. Close to
Sandia llase, Los Altos Golf ConJ'Se, lly
owner. 298-2049.
'65 YELLOW MUSTANG, 8 speed 6 eylln·
der power steering{ new tires. Vezy clean
& economical Cal 277-3198 or 242·7584,
LOT in Sandia Heights Subdivision at
Tramway. Great investment in future of
Albuquerque. WO'Ilder!ul view, paved
strrets and underground utilltl..,, By
owner. 298·2049.
FOR $0.00 YOU can got YOUr copy o( the
Thunderbird at the Union Check Room.
Do It today 9 :00·5 :00.

EW

265-76 l I

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, 12.00. lllllertlons
mu.ot be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 169, Student Publications Building, or telephone 271-4002 or
277-4102.

299·5865.

PHONE 265·6531

ccp~3

Albuquerque Vote
Gives U. Complex
Stadium Addition

llY OWNER, 3 bedrm. don, ftroplaee, extra
lg. gnrage fully finished . w/h & a/o,
Work bench & sink. Elee kitchen,
beautltul carpels & drapes, 2 baths.
Conv. loan. Priced FHA DDPtaisaL AP·
prox. $3000. will handle. Call mornings
or eves after 4 J>.m. Owner leaving stat<!.

TODAY

FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOIOFiS

v.71 no. 73

Get There First and Foremost
With Your Travelers
FIRST Aid
Your Travel Numl:!_er is

HELP WANTED
ARTISTS I I need someone with imagination and talent ln 4 wide spectrum or
art skills. Work on your own time, In·
ter... ted 7 Call 242-8914 after 6,
GUITAR SPECIALIST with In group, to
represent VOX guitars and amplifiers.
Prefer someone who can do minor rcl'Birs on both guitars & amplifiers, Ex·
cellcnt commission setup. Contat"t Van•a
Music, 2323 Wyoming NE. For Interview eaU 296-5416.
PERSONALS
DO YOU know your rights under the
1967 Selective Service Law? I•"or information abont draft coun•elinc write
Draft In!ormatioro, Box 4038, Albuquorque, N.M. 87106.
POETRY WANTED for Poetry A~;.
I.nclude stamped envelol'•· Idlewild l't!blishers, 543 Frederick, San .Frn.nciscos
California. 94117.

Friday 7 .JJO & 10-JJO

c.c.

CAREER BOUND

Will Seat 14,400

''LOW JINKS AND
HIGH HEROICS!"

Jean-Paul Belmonoo ·Clauoia Carainale
.Pnilippe ae Broca's

50

bring glory to the Stars and
Stripes."
But it is not inane to ask these
athletes to act as free-thinking
individuals and not just as a part
of an angry 1·ace. The Negroes
have many reasons for being an
angry race, so if . they feel that
they owe it to their 'People to participate in a boycott, no one has
the right to say that they are
wrong in doing so.
F!opefully everyone considering
supporting the boycott will follow the lead of Tommie Smith
and be' willing to admit frankly
what they believe and then act
accordingly. Let them substitute
determination for speculation.

37~. 7'i59
0.Y13QW

Coli-Up Revisiont
In Draft Urged
To Aid Groduotes
WASHINGTON (CPS)-F!ouse
Armed Services Committee Chairman L. Mendel Rivers has urged
two changes that would make the
recent removal of draft defer>.
ments easier for graduate students.
The South Carolina Democrat,
who has a good deal of influence
on military policy, recommended
that 19-year-olds be drafted first
and that graduate students, when
drafted, be allowed to finish their. ,
year in school.
UNDER AN order handed down
last week, all draft-eligible firstyear graduate students and graduating seniors, except those in
medical and allied fields, will not
be able to get draft deferments
for next year. Since the present
order of call requires the drafting
l
of the oldest registrants first, the
STRETCH HOWARD and the Lobo cagers were
camera bugs, and cheering supporters surrounded seniors and graduate students will
mobbed by an enthusiastic crowd of autographthe coaches and players as they stepped off the all be at the top of the draft calls
hunters at the Sunport Sunday afternoon. The
plane and trapped them at the Sun port for over an this June, unless the order is
crowd turned out to welcome back the team that
hour. Rooters displayed signs saying "All the Way changed.
brought UNM its first outright WAC basketball
in the NCAA," "Nelson for Governor," and "Ron
Rivers made his recommendatitle since the league was formed. Children, dogs,
Nelson: U.S. Olympic Charmer." (Photo by Pawley) tions in a letter to Selective Service Director Lewis Hershey. In
t-ransmitting the o-rde-.: to -state
draft directors last Friday, Her1964 Presidential Candidate
shey had said that a change "is
not justified at this time" and
later said that had been "cleared' ""
at the top.''
Soviet cellist Karine Georgian
will perform tonight as guest so1
RIVERS NOTED that the
loist in concert with the UNM
Army, President Johnson's draft
Orchestra at 8:15 p.m. in the
commission, and Congress had all
Barry Goldwater, 1964 presi- be available before Wednesday.
Concert Hall.
agreed that the change in the
dential
candidate
and
a
RepubliGoldwater, the Junior U.S. Sen- order of call should be made. He
An international ·prize winner,
the 24-year-old musician is on can conservative, will speak at ator from Arizona from 1952 to added that the President had said
her first tour of the United the UNM Concert Hall at 8 p.m. 1964, is an experienced lawmaker. last year he would make such a
Thursday. His topic will be "A In the U. S. Senate, he was senior
States.
•
change.
Look
at the Decade Ahead".
Republican on the Labor and PubTickets are priced at $1.50 for
"Yet," Rivers continued, "for
There is no admission charge, lic Welfare Committee and a reasons
general admission and 75 cents
that are not quite clear,
but students and the public must member of the Armed Services a decision has been made by the
for students.
pick up tickets in order to at- Committee.
President either to defer action
tend the speech. UNM students
But he is probably best known on this recommendation or abanwill be given first choice of tick- to most people as a Republican
it altogether.''
ets which are now available at Conservative and the author of don
IN A RELATED development,
the Concert Hall box office in the the best-selling book "Conscience the Defense Department announcFine Arts Center.
of a Conservative".
ed a draft call of 48,000 men for
The public may obtain free
His appearance in Albuquerque April, the highest since October,
tickets all day Wednesday and is being sponsored by the UNM 1966. It is also the first in two
years to include Marines.
\ .'
Thursday. No public tickets will speakers committee.

Orchestra, Cellist
In Concert at 8:15

l ;

Barry Goldwater to Speak Thursday
On America s Future in Next Decade

California Study Shows

Invest: in the Future Now:
Drop Out: and Save Money

,,

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

ITHACA, N.Y. (CPS)-A college graduate's lifetime ell,'!"nings
would often be greater if he had
not continued in 'SChool but placed
the cost of higher education in a
savings bank at five per cent.
That is the conclusion of a study
by Arthur Carol and Samual
Parry, assistant professors of operations analysis at the Naval
Postgraduate School at Monterey,
.
... ,
Calif.
"In some cases," they say, 1t 1s
wiser from the point of view of
investing in an individual's la~or
to have him leave school earher
and invest his earnings during the
years he would have been in
school, together with the unu~ed
school expenses, in the capital
market."
.
USING 1960 census earnmgs
data which co'll'er occupations including 49 per cent of all non-agriculturally employed males, Carol
and Parry found that tool makers,
die makers, and setters, for ,mstanee can expect greater lifetime ~arnings than lawyers and
judges, if the authors' investing
principle is used and the costs of
graduate school are saved at five
per cent.
When the costs of undergraduate education are added to those
of graduate school, they found . a
person would be better off finan·
cially as a plumber than as a

chemist, for example.
And when money for graduate
school expenses must be borrowed the authors found that the lifeti~e earnings of many professions
are lowered considerably. "Thus,
the family of American folklore
which borrows to send its sons
through medical school and dental
school might be better advised..on,
financial grounds to do oth erwise,
Carol and Parry say.
WITHIN an occupation, generally speaking, the authors found
that lifetime earnings usually increased with more schooling. But
they added that "the changes in
occupational ranking were negligible."
They also said that "lifetime
earnings are greater for the m,an
who begins with a blue-collar, JOb
and must switch in mid-years to a
service position, beginning at the
bottom of the pay scale, than for
the man making a career in the
.
service
posi't'IOn."
Carol and Parry say their results show that government trainin gprograms have not always
been preparing people . for th.e
most financially rewardmg positions open to them. "Given the
educational background of the
trainees and the cost of programs
involved training has not been for
'
.
the highest-paymg
occupa·t'Ions, "
they say.

PETER, PAUL, and MARY
(from left) . performed Friday
night in University Arena, delighting several thousand listeners, many of whom had come
early to watch the telecast of the
Lobo's victory over Wyoming in

Laramie. The folk-and-rock trio
sang several old favorites, including "Blowin' in the . Wind"
and "If I llad a Hammer." Peter
introduced the group's ''Puff, thl)
Magic Dragon" by informing the
audience that the aong was about

a little boy and a dragon, and
when "I write a song about marajuana, I'll let you know.'' The
evening included several Bob Dylan songs in the P P and M style,
including "Don't Think Twice.''
(Photo by Pawley)
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